"Terms and Conditions of this Newsletter.
The views expressed on this Newsletter are those of each Author and not necessarily those of the Rolls-Royce Club of Australia.
The information contained in this material is only for information purposes. The material does not constitute advice and you should not rely on any material
in this web site to make (or refrain from making) any decision or take (or refrain from taking) any action.
We do not make any warranty or representation as to the accuracy or fitness for purpose of any material in this Newsletter.
In no event do we accept liability of any description, including liability for negligence, for any damages or losses (including, without limitation, loss of
business, revenue, profits, or consequential loss) whatsoever resulting from use of or inability to use this Newsletter.
The information contained in this Newsletter may contain technical inaccuracies and typographical errors. The information contains material submitted and
created by third parties. We exclude all liability for any illegality arising from or error, omission or inaccuracy in such material" The purpose of these self-help
gatherings is to gain a better understanding and a working knowledge of the vehicles in our charge. It does not nor is it intended to imply that the work
carried out on these vehicles will replace the expert knowledge of those that specialise in this field. Each owner is strongly encouraged to keep his or her
motorcar maintained by a qualified professional unless they have a thorough working knowledge of the vehicle themselves.

Please visit the Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club of Australia (Victoria Branch) website for more of our local Club news.

www.rrocavictoria.org.au/

Another year has slipped by at lightning speed (which means I‟m getting ever older).
All in all, it has been a moderately quiet year of activities compared to the previous one, but plans are afoot to keep
our lads busy for the next season.
In what seems to be the starting of a tradition, we met at Lionel‟s private garage for some simple jobs and a
Christmas breakup. You may recall some time back the warning I made about out of date radials? Well it seems that there
was another casualty; this time it came with a reasonable amount of warning. A Silver Cloud II Owner was motoring with his
wife to a Club event when a strong vibration made itself apparent. The driver pulled over to the emergency lane of the
freeway to investigate (he suspected a blowout), however, none of the tyres were flat and at first glance, all seemed pretty
normal.
It was after a close inspection when the cause of the vibration revealed itself on the left hand rear tyre; it was
completely warped and had a nasty looking lump in the tread pattern. The tyre was exchanged with the spare and the rest of
the day went without incident and it was at the workshop where the offending tyre was removed from the rim where the
cause of the warp was discovered. The steel belt had suffered catastrophic fatigue and was in the process of delaminating the
tread from the body of the tyre and a blowout was probably only seconds away if the Owner of the Cloud II kept on driving.

Seconds away from potential disaster, this tyre’s steel belt had suffered catastrophic metal fatigue
And was starting to delaminate the tread from the body

The tyre‟s age was 9 years old and as the photo clearly shows, there was still plenty of „meat‟ left on the tread.
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Ken, our resident tyre expert and retail operator raised the issue at the Victorian Tyre Dealers‟ Association meeting
regarding the recommended life span of aged tyres that had seen little use and at what age should they be replaced? It
seems that as far as bias ply tyres (the old cross-plies), age doesn‟t affect them significantly provided they are properly
maintained (pressures regularly checked, rotated and balanced at reasonable intervals, say every 10,000 miles or 16,000
kilometres), and protected from the ravages of the weather.
Radial tyres however, are a different matter as they are more susceptible to aging damage – particularly if stored
with the car resting on concrete. Now this raises an interesting question – why do concrete floors affect the lifespan of radial
tyres? I did hear some healthy scepticism regarding this comment from some Owners, so I asked Ken to explain the VTDA‟s
reasoning. Ken told me that this has been researched at length, both by tyre manufacturers and independent sources
concerned with tyre safety and they both reached the same conclusion and they are:Tyres resting for long periods on concrete can suffer stress from temperature variations in the steel belts closest in
contact with the concrete floor than the rest of the tyre (this is because concrete, especially in the cooler months, can
be as much as 10 to 11 degrees Celsius cooler than ambient temperature), thus causing different expansion and
contraction rates between the steel belts closest to the floor than other parts of the tyre.
Concrete, being a hard surface causes flat spots at the base of the tyre when parked for long periods of time and
driving off with cold tyres can eventually cause metal fatigue on the belts as they struggle to regain their shape.
It is important to remember that the scenarios mentioned above are effects that can shorten tyre life on vehicles
parked on a concrete floor for extended periods of time (cars that are only used for Club events and are rarely used for any
other purpose) and are not applicable to vehicles in regular day-to-day use.
Manufacturers suggest that the life of a tyre is five years under normal operating conditions and the VTDA has
suggested that owners of low use vehicles equipped with radial-ply tyres should be evaluated for replacement within ten
years provided that these vehicles should be stored with the tyres clear of the ground to minimise the possibility of damage.
The fact that since Crewe‟d Jottings started publication, there have been two near-disasters caused through low use
tyres working well beyond their design life, I strongly recommend that whether the tyres are in regular or low-use situations,
the tyres should be replaced every 5 years as recommended by the manufacturers and no later than 6 years.
It‟s cheap insurance when you consider what the alternatives could be.

Cross-ply Tyres

The cross-ply tyre is made up of superimposed layers of textile cord running at alternate angles from bead to bead.

Radial-ply Tyres
Not all radial-ply tyres have the nylon overlay but virtually all modern radial tyres have the steel belts.
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Club Member and tyre expert Ken warns the Self-Help Group of the dangers of driving on over-age radial-ply tyres

USE IT OR LOSE IT
We got things underway with a brief chat from Geoff about the importance of keeping our vehicles maintained. Geoff
is the proud owner of a MKVI and an S Series Bentley, the latter was purchased after some years of neglect. The owner
before the previous one had maintained the car impeccably and all his good work was undone when it was assumed that
servicing wasn‟t necessary. Geoff had quite an expensive few years of bringing his Bentley up to a reasonable standard again.
There are those that believe only the SY and SZ series of motorcars fall into the „Use it or lose it‟ category – not true
– it applies to all models as fuel and coolant hoses can perish as well
as a host of other items as well. Some of the problems the team
found with the S, was the fact that the ignition leads were in less than
desirable condition and that the car was only running on five
cylinders. Unfortunately our location wasn‟t close to any auto shops to
purchase any replacements but Terry H found that most of the
problems could be temporarily fixed by cutting of the „dead bits‟
(which were close to the plugs) and cleaning the contact terminals,
got the old girl back on all six cylinders again and Geoff can get some
new leads at his convenience.
Another problem was the carburettors; tuning of these units is
usually relatively simple unless the pistons or needles have worn out
and this was the case in this instance. There was also a reasonable
amount of scoring inside the suction chamber, enough in fact to cause
There was a reasonable amount of scoring inside the
one of the pistons to stick.
suction chamber, enough in fact to cause one of the
We managed to rectify the piston problem by polishing the
pistons to stick.
inside of the chamber with some Brasso. There was still a certain
amount of scoring evident, but our cut and polish was enough to free things up again. It was a minor improvement but no
amount of adjustment of the carbies and timing could get the engine to run smoothly and the recommendation was to get
the SU‟s off to recondition them. Had we had the necessary spares and time up our sleeves, it is something we could do
ourselves; unfortunately, we had neither.
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A brief chat from Geoff shared with us about the importance
of keeping our vehicles maintained

TUNING SU CARBURETTORS

(An article by the Morris Register gleaned from the internet)

Even though a large proportion of motor vehicles were equipped with S.U. (Skinner Union) carburettors, many motor
mechanics encountered some difficulty when tuning and adjusting these relatively simple units. Such carburettors are of the
variable choke type and their principle of operation is far simpler than that of the conventional or fixed choke designs. (The
term choke when mentioned in this article refers to the throat or venturi of the carburettor).
COUNTERPART
In the fixed choke carburettor, some form of fuel-air mixture compensation must be used to counteract the effects of low
pressure variations over the fuel jet. Furthermore, this type of carburettor requires separate jet and air bleed systems to
deliver the correct fuel-air mixture to the engine under various conditions of operation such as idling, acceleration, full power
and cruising. The size of the fixed choke itself is only a compromise. A small choke will deliver correct and stable mixtures at
light throttle conditions, but will severely limit maximum engine power by restricting the flow of air at full throttle. A large
diameter choke, whilst quite satisfactory for full throttle conditions, will cause poor fuel metering at low speeds because of
the relatively low air velocity passing the fuel jet. Note: Double throat progressive linkage type carburettors almost eliminate
the problem of venturi size in fixed choke designs. At light throttle, low speed conditions the mixture is supplied by one small
choke (approx. 22mm).At high speeds or full throttle conditions a second larger choke (approx. 26mm) automatically comes
into operation and in conjunction with the small primary choke allows a sufficient volume of fuel-air mixture to enter the
engine.
The problems associated with fixed carburettors are practically eliminated in the variable choke type. The S.U.
carburettor, in most applications, requires only one fuel jet to supply the fuel needs of the engine for all speed and load
conditions. The basic reason why only one jet is necessary is that a sliding piston, acting under the effect of engine manifold
vacuum, automatically adjusts the size of the choke so that the air velocity and the low pressure over the fuel jet remain
constant.
BASIC CONSTRUCTION
The basic construction of the S.U. carburettor is shown in Diagram No.1.
The piston is lifted against gravity and spring tension by the
difference in pressure which exists between its upper and lower faces.
The low pressure area which exists between the piston and throttle
butterfly valve is impressed via passage to the upper face of the piston
and atmospheric pressure acts on the lower face.
At idling speed the throttle valve is almost closed and only a
small proportion of manifold vacuum is impressed over the piston via the
vacuum passage. The piston is raised slightly and allows sufficient
incoming air for the demands of the engine to pass over the fuel jet. As
the throttle valve is opened, a greater proportion of manifold vacuum
acts on the upper face of the piston and raises its further.
Engine speed and consequently the volume of incoming air is
increased, but due to the larger choke area caused by the lifting of the
piston, the air velocity and the depression over the fuel jet remain
constant. A great volume of air naturally requires a greater volume of
fuel to maintain the correct running mixture. A tapered metering needle
attached to the piston and projecting into the fuel jet automatically
maintains the correct ratio of the fuel jet size to the volume of incoming
air.
The shape and characteristics of the metering needle governs
the fuel air mixture ration for all speed and load conditions.
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SUDDEN RISE
When the throttle valve is opened suddenly, the manifold vacuum acts almost immediately on the piston causing it to rise
suddenly. The amount of air entering the engine also increases suddenly, but the extra fuel necessary to maintain the correct
mixture tends to lag behind the increased volume of air. The fuel-air mixture would tend to become slightly lean and a "flat
spot" would develop. Most types of S.U. carburettors now employ a hydraulic dampening device to prevent the too rapid
rising of the piston. The device allows the fuel supply from the jet to remain in the correct proportion with incoming air during
periods of sudden acceleration. The rich mixture required for cold starting is also obtained from the same jet in the majority
of S.U. carburettors. (Some types use an electrically operated auxiliary enrichment carburettor. This is actually a small
separate carburettor which by-passes the main carburettor and admits fuel directly to the manifold when the unit is activated
by a switch on the dashboard). However, in the majority of S.U. types, the rich mixture is obtained by mechanically lowering
the jet by means of a cable controlled from the dashboard. When the jet is lowered away from metering needle a large
annulus of the jet is exposed and an initial rich mixture is provided for all speed conditions regardless of piston height.
INTERCONNECTED
The throttle valve and the cold start enriching mechanism are interconnected so when the cold start is pulled out, the
engine idle speed is increased. The first few degrees of the cold start mechanism opens the throttle valve only. Further
movement lowers the fuel jet and opens the throttle valve a further amount. Most S.U. carburettors have three basic
adjustments:
1. The mixture adjustment. This adjustment can take the form of a large hexagon nut on the jet holder itself as in
carburettor types H and HS or simple screw adjustment as in carburettor types HD and HS8. Whatever the form of
this adjustment, its function is to position the height of the fuel jet relative to the metering needle.
2. The throttle adjusting screw. This screw functions exactly the same as the idle speed screw found on conventional
carburettors. Acting against a stop, it holds the throttle valve open a set amount at engine idle this adjusting the
engine speed to the manufacturer's specifications.
3. The fast idle screw. Situated on the linkage which interconnects the throttle valve and the cold start mechanism, this
screw permits a quick and simple adjustment of the increased idle speed which is necessary whilst the engine is cold.
Before attempting to tune and adjust S.U. carburettors, it is always advisable to carry out certain preliminary checks.
Firstly, the other features which affect engine tuning. i.e., spark plugs, distributor, ignition timing and tappets should all
be adjusted to maker's specifications. Before tuning it is also advisable that the carburettor(s) is removed and checked. The
fuel bowl needle and seat must be checked to perfect seating. If there is any doubt as to the condition of the needle and seat
it should be replaced because a steady fuel level is essential when adjusting the mixture. Likewise the fuel level in the bowl
should be correct. Diagram No. 2 shows the correct float setting for carburettor types H and HD and Diagram No.3 shows
those for types HS and HS8. The metering needle must be from the bends and must be fitted so that the shoulder on its
shank is flush with the base of the

piston (see Diagram No. 4).
PISTON FREEDOM
Freedom for the piston to slide is also essential. After being lifted to the top of its travel and then released it should fall
smoothly onto the carburettor bridge with a distinct "click" when the jet is at its highest position. If it does not comply with
this requirement, either the piston is sticking in its bore or the jet requires cantering. A sticking piston can usually be freed by
removing the suction chamber and piston and washing them in a suitable solvent. A small amount of light oil can be placed
on the small diameter piston rod but never under any circumstances on the larger diameter grooved piston face. The jet is
centred in carburettor types H, HS and HS8 by the following method.
1. Disconnect the cold start mechanism and swing it to one side. On type HS8 carburettors disconnect the jet adjusting
linkage.
2. Mark the position of the jet. Remove the jet, the jet adjusting nut and the locking spring. (The jet does not have to
be removed by HS8 types).
3. Replace the jet adjusting nut without the spring and install the jet in its correct position according to the mark. Screw
the jet adjusting nut up as far as it can go. (Types H and HS only).
4. Remove the hydraulic damper from the suction chamber and loosen the jet holding nut until the jet holder is free to
move.
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5. Push the piston down with a pencil or screwdriver at the same time holding the jet at its highest position.
6. Tighten the jet holder nut and check that the piston falls onto the carburettor bridge with the distinct click. If not,
steps 4 and 5 will have to be repeated.
7. Replace the jet nut locking spring (types H and HS) and re-assemble the cold start mechanism or jet adjusting linkage
as the case may be. Note: It is important that the jet is marked and kept in the same relative position during the
process of centring and final assembly. The centring in carburettor for type HD is as follows:
The centring in carburettor for type HD is as follows:
1. Disconnect the jet adjusting linkage.
2. Remove the float chamber, the jet and diaphragm assembly, and the jet housing. (Four screws).
3. Loosen the jet holder nut so that the jet holder is free to move.
4. Install the jet and diaphragm assembly and push up the jet as far as it will go. Remove the damper from the suction
chamber.
5. Carry out steps 5, 6 and 7 as previously described for type H, HS and HS8 carburettors. Note: The jet and diaphragm
must be kept in the same relative position during centring and final assembly.
ADJUSTMENTS ON VEHICLE
The engine should be run until normal operating temperature is reached before attempting the tuning of the carburettor.

Single carburettor (all types)

1. Disconnect the cold start cable if fitted or make sure that the switch of the auxiliary carburettor is in the "off”
position.
2. Screw the jet adjusting nut or screw so that the jet is flush with the carburettor bridge or, if this cannot be attained
to its highest position.
3. Turn down the jet nut or adjusting screw two full turns (Type HD two and a half turns). This is the basic mixture
setting for the carburettor.
4. Start the engine and adjust the throttle adjusting screw until the engine is idling at the speed recommended by the
manufacturer.
5. Turn the jet adjusting nut or screw either up or down until the fastest and most even running of the engine is
obtained. Turning the nut or screw upwards will weaken the mixture and vice versa. (It may be necessary to readjust the throttle adjusting screw during this process.)
6. The mixture strength can readily be checked by lifting the piston approx. 1/32". Most carburettors now incorporate inbuilt lifting pin, but in some older designs a screw driver may be used. When the piston is lifted the engine speed
should increase very slightly if the mixture is correct. A rich mixture will cause the engine speed to increase
considerably while a lean mixture will cause an immediate decrease of speed usually accompanied by rough running.
MULTIPLE CARBURETTORS
Multiple carburettors (all types)

1. Disconnect the cold start cable and linkage or make sure that the switch for the auxiliary carburettor is in the “off"
position.
2. Screw the jet adjusting nuts or screws on all carburettors so that the jet is flush with the carburettor bridge or, if this
cannot be attained, to its highest position.
3. Turn down the jet nuts or screws on all carburettors two full turns (Type HD two and a half turns).
4. Slacken one of the clamp bolts on the throttle inter-connection shaft. Start the engine and adjust the throttle
adjusting screw on each carburettor so the engine is idling speed is set at the manufacturer's specifications.
5. Check all the throttle valves are open an equal amount. The simplest method to carry out this test is with a short
length of rubber tube, one end held to the ear, the other placed in turn at the corresponding place in mouth of each
carburettor. Adjust the appropriate throttle valve screw until the amount of hiss is equal on all carburettors.
6. Turn the jet adjusting nut or screw either up or down on each carburettor until the fastest and most even running of
the engine is obtained. Turn the nut or screw upwards to weaken the mixture and vice versa.
7. Check the mixture strength by lifting the piston approx. 1/32". If the mixture is correct on that carburettor the engine
speeds up considerably, the mixture on that carburettor is too rich. If the speed decreases, the mixture is too lean.
Repeat this operation on all carburettors.
8. Tighten the clamp on the throttle interconnecting shaft.
After the carburettors have been tuned, connect the cold start cable so that it has approx. 1/16" free travel before it
starts to move the jet lever. Pull out the control knob until the free travel is taken up and any further movement would move
the jet lever. In this position adjust the fast idle screw to give an engine speed of approx. 1,000 R.P.M. Push the control cable
right in and ensure that there is clearance between the fast idle screw and the throttle stop. If no clearance, the free travel of
the cable must be reset. The final step is to fill the hydraulic damper to the correct level with S.A.E. 20 Oil. If the dampe r cap
has a vent hole drilled through it, the correct oil level is ½" above the hollow piston rod. If there is no vent hole in the
damper cap the level is ½" below the piston rod.
*****************************************************
Mark and his Father, Terry are without doubt the hardest workers in our team and they carry out most of the work on
Mark‟s Shadow II and Camargue at home, so we had not until now witnessed any work being done on these motorcars. So
when Mark put his Shadow II over the pit, it was with a certain amount of curiosity to see what he was going to actually do.
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Apparently there a couple of annoying rattles and squeaks Mark was trying to find and he put up with them until he
had the opportunity to use the pit. It was a process of elimination and many nuts and bolts were tightened, including the
exhaust, the sump, rocker covers etc (as there also was a minor leak) and although he wasn‟t quite sure in the end what the

Mark can just be seen under his Shadow II
Checking for leaks and squeaks

Nice and clean
Evidence of a well maintained vehicle

initial cause of the noises were, the mass tightening of everything seemed to have fixed the problem. The message here is
that a relatively simple regimen of tightening all the nuts and bolts under the body can reap exceptional rewards – and it
won‟t cost you a cent.

After a ‘day at the office’ Members enjoyed a tradition barbecue lunch with a Christmas flavour in typically Aussie style.

ANOTHER CAUTIONARY TALE
The alternator on the R-R effectively packed up on a trip into Wales last week. I got back on the battery as far as
Telford and on the motorway came to a standstill. Called out the breakdown service and within 40 min's they were on the
scene. My story is that then they could not move the car as the back wheels were locked. It was after sometime and
considerable head scratching that it was decided to try and start the car with a power pack. When that was connected I
realised that the battery was so low it was not releasing the car from 'park' to neutral but I was not able to start the car.
Once I had got it into neutral it was possible to start winching the car onto the trailer although with no power steering
direction was difficult to achieve going up a steep ramp.
All the best,
Clive Lungmuss
Thank you for sharing the above Clive. Another problem I encountered once when my R-R was winched on a flatbed truck (Lorry) was that when
the driver turned the steering wheel to full lock while the engine is off, a fountain of power steering fluid will pump out of the reservoir. Lesson here is to
ensure that the barest minimum of steering should be employed with the engine off. Rob.
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WHEELS LOCKED (More useful information from Clive)
Hello Rob,
Further to my RR having the wheels locked on due to the battery not having enough power to move the gears into
neutral.

In the Workshop Manual under Transmission T4 there is a full explanation on how to move the car. In short if
everything else fails, it‟s under the car, disconnect the actuator lever and move the lever into neutral. I believe it‟s two
movements to the rear.
Thought I should add this if you are going to put it in any of your many writings.
I have sent the following to Larry (substitute parts http://mutley.hypermart.net/RollsSubstituteParts.html) regarding
drive belts for RR Silver Spirit.
“Hello Larry,

Thanks for your reply; it clears up why the belts I have do not fit an '82 Spirit.
Since then a friend with a Silver Shadow II using some of your info went to the local engineering supply company and
purchased 5 belts for his car. I went to see him and took my belts from the Spirit and they were the same! So it would seem
that the belts for the Shadow II and the Spirit are identical. I went to the same place and purchased 5 belts for the Spirit and
have now fitted them. The belt manufacturer was CHALLENGE based here in the UK but the web site shows a worldwide
distribution www.challengept.com.
Belts used were:
Challenge SPAX 1632 (2)
Challenge SPZX 875CL (1)
Challenge SPZ 875 (2)

I believe the X indicates the belt is notched but the belts are available notched or smooth. The reason I have what I
have, is that was all they had in stock at the time.
Cost:
2 x SPAX 1632 Drive Belts
2 x SPZX Drive Belts
1 x SPZ Drive Belt
+ VAT

29.62 (pounds)
10.83 (pounds)
5.42 (pounds)

I went to these people as they are within walking distance of my house, they have a good reputation in the town and
there was some saving in postage/ cost of collection.
If you require more information please contact me.
Thanks again for your web site and help in resolving my 'belts'.
Kind regards,
Clive”
Well, that was it for 2009.
We will have our next event in February 2010 and no doubt there will be much to do in the coming year.
The big event for the Victoria Branch will in fact be held in another state, Tasmania; in the state‟s capital city of
Hobart no less and a great deal of excitement and interest has been generated both nationwide as well as overseas.
Tasmania is an absolutely beautiful state to visit (I had my honeymoon over there) and March is also the best time of
the year, so if can get the opportunity, visit our website http://www.rrocavictoria.org.au/ and download a booking form but
don‟t waste any time as bookings are filling fast.

Be a Devil …
Come to Tassie

HOBART 2010
Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club of Australia

52nd Federal Rally
March 10 - 15

NOW IS THE TIME TO BOOK
Happy New Year to all of you...
„Til next time folks,
Happy and safe motoring

Robert Wort
************************************************************

